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THE SILENT MAJORITY : ATTITUDES OF NON-PROMINENT
CITIZENS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GREAT WAR 
IN THE TERRITORY OF TODAY’S SLOVAKIA
Gabriela dudeková kováčová
Institute of History, Slovak Academy of Sciences,Bratislava
various historical sources, especially contemporary press and memoirs writ-
ten after the Great War, describe public sentiment in Germany and the Habsburg
monarchy at the time of the outbreak of war as universal war euphoria. inter-
pretations of the Great War in slovak and Czech historiographies since the inter-
war period had underlined that war euphoria in austria-Hungary was expressed
solely by the “ruling nations” – Germans and Hungarians – and that slavic
minorities opposed the war and sympathized with other slavic nations such as
serbs and russians. a gradual change of focus in World War i research has
drawn attention to the history of war “from below,” considering also the war
experience and the influence of war on the mentality of common soldiers and
non-combatants. this has spurred deeper study on loyalty changes during the
war, and the issue of war enthusiasm at the outset of WWi was re-opened.
regional research and a new detailed study of contemporary press and private
sources (mainly diaries and correspondence) have questioned previous conclu-
sions about war enthusiasm in the early days of the conflict amongst people not
only in Germany and austria-Hungary, but also in the opposite camp – in France,
Great britain, russia and other warring countries.
the fact that Germany served as an ally and role model for austria-Hungary
is essential to understanding the situation at the outset of WWi in the Habsburg
monarchy, including the territory of today’s slovakia (then “upper Hungary”).
during the past two decades, historians have revised their conclusions about
universal war euphoria in Germany and austria-Hungary and designated it the
myth of war enthusiasm. they have shown that expressions of militaristic
nationalism took place exclusively in large cities where they mostly concerned
the nationalist bourgeois strata, while social democrats and inhabitants of rural
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regions expressed concern rather than enthusiasm towards the War.1 a mono-
graph by Jeffrey verhey, “the spirit of 1914,” which analyzes the situation in
Germany, 2 has become one of the most influential analyses for understanding
this phenomenon in austria-Hungary too. new research has shown that war
euphoria in Germany was in fact not so intense as previously claimed and did
not reach all of the population, and enthusiasm for the war concerned mostly
the urban middle class. initially, social democrats organized the anti-war demon-
strations. People in the countryside and in small towns showed mostly fear and
anxiety. 3 it was a large proportion of intellectuals and young men, especially
in the cities, who succumbed to German nationalist demagogy and militarism
and volunteered for the army, though for different reasons. While patriotism
significantly influenced their decision to enlist, other reasons and expectations
(i.e. an aspiration to heroism and glory and to intense experiences and adven-
tures, and defiance and desire to free themselves from the values and restrictive
standards of bourgeois morality and a monotonous way of life) were equally
important to them. verhey called this attitude of youth and students a “naive
carnival enthusiasm” for the war, while other population groups presented quite
the opposite attitudes. indeed, shortly before and after the declaration of war
the people of Germany showed very different feelings and at public gatherings
expressed various viewpoints, depending on their social class, gender, age and
region of origin. verhey has defined a number of basic positions and emotions
(enthusiasm, curiosity, panic, anti-militarism, depression) and in reference to
them metaphorically named “crowds” of people who publicly presented such
positions and emotions. 4 the reality was, however, a complex mixture of often
contradictory emotions and attitudes, ranging from enthusiasm and joy through
curiosity to fear, panic, sadness, disgust and anger.
earlier research pointed to the existence of similar shows of wartime mass
hysteria at public pro-war gatherings that also broke out in the capitals of the
allied powers – Paris, london and moscow when World War i was declared
(though anti-war attitudes dominated in britain before the beginning of WWi). 5
1. benjamin ziemann, Front und Heimat. Ländliche Kriegserfahrungen im südlichen Bayern 1914-
1923, essen, klartext, 1997; Christian Geinitz, Kriegsfurcht und Kampfbereitschaft. Das Augusterlebnis in
Freiburg. Eine Studie zum Kriegsbeginn 1914, essen, klartext, 1998.
2. Jeffrey verhey, The Spirit of 1914: Militarism, Myth, and Mobilization in Germany, Cambridge,
Cambridge university Press, 2000.
3. ibid., Der „Geist von 1914“ und die Erﬁndung der Volksgemeinschaft, Hamburg, Hamburger edition,
2000; Wolfgang J. momsen, “deutschland,” in: Gerhard Hirschfeld, Gerd krumeich, irina renz, markus
Pöhlmann (eds.), Enzyklopädie Erster Weltkrieg. Aktualisierte und erweiterte Studienausgabe, Paderborn –
münchen – Wien – zürich, schöningh, 2009, p. 16-19; thomas Flemming, bernd ulrich, Heimatfront. Zwi-
schen Kriegsbegeisterung und Hungersnot – wie die Deutschen den Ersten Weltkrieg erlebten, münchen,
bücher verlag, 2014, p. 23-39.
4. Curious crowds, audience crowds, enthusiastic crowds, crowds against war, carnivalesque crowds,
crowds of panic and fear, crowds of panic and depression. verhey, The Spirit of 1914…, p. 26-114.
5. stéphane audoin-rouzeau, anette becker, 14-18: Understanding the Great War. new york, Hill and
Wang, 2002, p. 94-96.
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the latest comparative research of propaganda concludes that the unifying
element was the focus on persuading an audience of the defensive character of
the war, and of the obligation to contribute to the victory of the homeland. the
creation of national unity and national reconciliation (Burgfrieden) became,
within the nationalist rhetoric, a means to create a new quality of the German
nation, though also in France, when mobilizing the citizens at the beginning of
the war, a similar language sanctifying national values was used: to defend the
homeland, national unity – “union sacrée” was to be established. 6 methods and
means of propaganda, which became part of the specific “culture of war,” were
also alike. both sides claimed to be leading a defensive war, asking the people
to “sacrifice themselves for the homeland” while artificially, through media,
maintaining a semblance of everybody being united in a joint effort to win.
recent studies do not deny that public expression of positive attitudes
towards the declaration of war took place in Germany and austria-Hungary.
according to German historian Wolfgang mommsen, the national “euphoria of
august 1914” (Augusterlebnis) was not a myth, but varied in grade and intensity
depending on social strata and was accompanied by deep concerns about the
future. the state authorities successfully manipulated public opinion, strength-
ening the feeling of threat so that eventually, even social democrats agreed with
the war. recent publications released with regard to the centennial of WWi
explain war euphoria in Germany in the same way. 7 similarly for the case of
austria-Hungary, manfried rauchensteiner argues in the new edition of his
monumental synthesis on WWi that there were pro-war demonstrations in each
region of the empire; moreover, they were publicly supported by intellectuals.
He admits there were differences in the level of pro-war euphoria within the
urban and rural populations and that the press mentioned only a selected portion
of the public’s reactions; still, mobilization based on compulsory military ser-
vice succeeded without any serious problems. 8 However, research from local
perspectives has more deeply put into perspective the myth of general war
enthusiasm in austria-Hungary. Historians analyzing war attitudes in the tyrol
region, for example, have proven that attitudes were strongly differentiated
according to social strata, gender, age and nationality. although middle classes
publicly showed war euphoria in tyrol immediately upon declaration of war,
expressions of concern and skepticism multiplied. this occurred especially
among women, the rural population, the older generation and the less educated
6. Jean-Jacques becker, “Frankreich,” in: Gerhard Hirschfeld, Gerd krumeich, irina renz (eds.). Enzy-
klopädie des Ersten Weltkrieges. Aktualisierte und erweiterte Studienausgabe, Padernborn – münchen – Wien
– zürich, schöningh, 2009, p. 31-32.
7. Jörn leonhard, Die Büchse der Pandora. Geschichte des Ersten Weltkriegs, münchen, C. H. beck,
2014, p. 127-145; sven Felix kellerhof, Heimatfront. Der Untergang der heilen Welt – Deutschland im Ersten
Weltkrieg, bastei lübbe, Qadriga, 2014, p. 25-69.
8. manfried rauchensteiner, Der Erste Weltkrieg und das Ende der Habsburgermonarchie, Wien – köln
– Weimar, böhlau, 2013, p. 140-159.
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classes, but also among the majority of soldiers, “who enlisted with a quiet sense
of fear and concern” but nonetheless dutifully fulfilled their obligations. 9 to
emphasize the differing attitudes, oswald überegger uses the plural “august
experiences” (Augusterlebnisse). 10
the issue of war enthusiasm was traditionally an important topic in Czech
and slovak writings about the war during the interwar period. building the
national state idea of the Czechoslovak republic influenced the interpretation
of loyalties towards austria-Hungary during WWi. according to this interpre-
tation, slavic solidarity and anti-Habsburg attitudes were dominant among
Czechs and slovaks, which is why they were not willing to fight against their
“slavic brothers” (Croats and russians). on the other hand, historians have
often mentioned the loyalty and bravery of slovak soldiers, praised by the army
commanders in the first phase of the war. since the 1990s, historians have
started to point to a strong discrepancy between loyal behaviors of slovak sol-
diers early in the war 11 and their rebellions during late summer and fall 1918,
with some calling for deeper study of the topic. 12
research on the First World War in slovakia in the last 15 years has examined
the issues of the social conditions and everyday life of the civilian population as
well as the problem of loyalty changes during the war.13 Historians have started
to consider the great variety of reactions to the war and to challenge the tradi-
tional arguments for Czech and slovak anti-war attitudes. an important conclu-
sion is that ethnic identity was not the most important factor in determining loy-
alty towards the war and the state regime.14 the centenary of the start of the First
World War has revived the discussion about war enthusiasm. the previous cliché
9. Hermann J. W. kuprian, “soziale und wirtschaftliche verhältnisse in Österreich-ungarn,” in: nicola
labanca, oswald überegger, (eds.), Krieg in der Alpen. Österreich-Ungarn und Italien im Ersten Weltkrieg
(1914-1918), Wien – köln – Weimar, böhlau, 2015, p. 209-238.
10. oswald überegger, “illusionierung und desillusionierung,” in: Hermann J. W. kuprian, oswald übe-
regger (eds.), Katastrophenjahre. Der Erste Weltkrieg und Tirol, innsbruck, universitätsverlag Wagner, 2014,
p. 41-42.
11. marián Hronský, “slováci na frontoch prvej svetovej vojny,” in: milan Podrimavský, dušan kováč,
(eds.), Slovensko na začiatku 20. storočia (Spoločnosť, štát a národ v súradniciach doby), bratislava, Histo-
rický ústav sav, 1999, p. 278.
12. dušan kováč, “Prvá svetová vojna v slovenských dejinách a v slovenskej historiograﬁi,” in: Podri-
mavský, kováč (eds.), Slovensko na začiatku 20. storočia…, p. 275-276.
13. the gradual shift from military and political aspects to the social and cultural aspects of WWi in slo-
vak historiography can also be observed in the synthesis and edition of WWi documents: kováč a kol, Prvá
svetová vojna 1914-1918. Edícia Slovensko v 20. storočí, druhý zväzok. bratislava, veda, 2008; id., Slováci
v prvej svetovej vojne 1914-1918: zmeny na politickej mape Európy a odchod Slovenska z Uhorského
kráľovstva do Česko-slovenskej republiky. Edícia Pramene k dejinám Slovenska a Slovákov XI.b., bratislava:
literárne informačné centrum, 2010.
14. mannová, “zmeny vo vedomí slovenskej spoločnosti za prvej svetovej vojny,” in: Podrimavský,
kováč (eds.), Slovensko na začiatku 20. storočia…, p. 353-363; id., “die ungarische und die tschechoslowa-
kische staatsisdee: der bewusstseinswandel der slowakischen Gesellschaft,” in: Hans mommsen, dušan
kováč, Jiří malíř, michaela mark (eds.), Der erste Weltkrieg und die Beziehung zwischen Tschechen, Slowa-
ken und Deutschen, essen, klartext, 2001, p. 109-120; mannová, “koncept lojality. Postoj k autoritám na
slovensku počas prvej svetovej vojny, ” in Historický časopis, 55, 2007, 4, p. 681-698; roman Holec, Rok
1918 – Slováci medzi lojalitou k Uhorsku a k novej republike, in Česko-slovenská historická ročenka, 2009,
p. 17-33.
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about pro-slavic attitudes of slovaks is seen as ambivalent: it existed among
some rural inhabitants living in eastern slovakia (upper Hungary), mainly
among ruthenians and partly slovaks. However, the majority of the population
remained loyal to the state and was influenced by war propaganda. some con-
servative russophile slovak politicians hoped for cooperation with the russians
during the Carpathian operation, but this had no influence on the majority of
the slovak population. 15
my previous research on the hinterland in today’s slovakia during WWi has
strongly challenged traditional beliefs about the war enthusiasm of Germans
and Hungarians/magyars on the one hand, and resistance towards war from
slovaks in the kingdom of Hungary on the other (this being the case not only at
the outset of war but especially in the context of loyalty changes during
wartime). 16 in connection to my previous research on loyalty changes based on
analysis of correspondence, memoirs 17 and official documents which describe
the population’s attitudes, 18 the aim of my paper is, firstly, to present new con-
clusions on war enthusiasm in the territory of today’s slovakia based on analysis
of private sources (memoirs and interviews) not previously used or analyzed
from this point of view; and secondly, to discuss the conclusions of my analysis
in the light of the findings of new research on this topic in the context of the
Habsburg monarchy. i will focus on several main issues: 1. attitudes of the
civilian population at the beginning of the war and the phenomenon of mass
hysteria manifested at public gatherings; 2. soldiers’ motivations on enrolment,
3. Factors causing radicalization of attitudes during the war regime. the sources
for my analysis are testimonies of the non-elite, mainly unpublished oral memoirs
of slovak veterans and some civilians, recorded by ethnologists between the
1960s and the 1980s. 19 i have also analyzed a selection of a similar collection
15. kováč, “die Flucht der slowaken aus dem ungarischen staatsverband,” in Helmut rumpler (ed.),
Die Habsburgermonarchie 1848-1918, Band XI: Die Habsburgermonarchie und der Erste Weltkrieg, Teilband
1/2: Vom Vielvölkerstaat Österreich-Ungarn zum neuen Europa der Nationalstaaten, Wien, verlag der aka-
demie der Wissenschaften, 2016, p. 735-765; kováč, “slovenskí vojaci v počiatočnej fáze prvej svetovej
vojny,” in: Gabriela dudeková, elena mannová et al, Vojak medzi civilmi, civil medzi vojakmi. Vzťah armády
a spoločnosti v období modernizácie, bratislava, spoločnosť Pro historia, 2017, p. 149-160, particularly 152. 
16. dudeková, “dvojsečná zbraň. vojnové nadšenie, perzekúcie a problém lojality slovákov v prvej sve-
tovej vojne,” in: edita ivaničková a kol, Kapitoly z histórie stredoeurópskeho priestoru v 19. a 20. storočí,
bratislava, Historický ústav sav, 2011, p. 243-268; id., “mýtus vojnového nadšenia na začiatku prvej svetovej
vojny,” in Historické štúdie, 51, 2017, p. 137-160; id., “‘kým opadne lístie zo stromov’. Prvý rok veľkej
vojny v zázemí,” in Historická revue, 26, 2015, no. 9, p. 44-51.
17. id., “vojenská cenzúra korešpondencie. niekoľko úvah o vzťahu armády a spoločnosti za prvej sve-
tovej vojny,” in: vladimír segeš, božena seďová (eds.), Miles Semper Honestus, bratislava, vojenský his-
torický ústav 2007, p. 125-135; id., “Protirečivé spomienky? zážitky z prvej svetovej vojny,” in OS (Fórum
občianskej spoločnosti), vol. 10, 2006, no. 1-2, p. 102-114; id., “zajatci v prvej svetovej vojne – význam
a miesto memoárov pri výskume,” in: milada sekyrková (ed.), Paměti a vzpomínky jako historický pramen,
Praha, národní technické muzeum, 2006, p. 221-241.
18. see: dudeková, “dvojsečná zbraň”; “vojenská cenzúra korešpondencie”; documents published in:
dušan kováč, a kol, Prvá svetová vojna 1914-1918…, p. 126-132, 168-172.
19. i have analyzed more than 40 unpublished oral memoirs of WWi veterans and some civilians which
are transcribed and preserved as a collection in the archive of the slovak ethnographical society: archív
národopisnej spoločnosti slovenska (archive of nss), zbierka ľudových rozprávaní o vojne.
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by linguists, which was recently published. 20 the oral testimony’s authors are
ethnic slovaks from the rural lower-class and from all regions of slovakia,
mostly men. as for the issue of war enthusiasm, i have supplemented these
sources with published and unpublished war memoirs by members of the slovak
political and cultural elites, both men and women.
memoirs of the slovak political and cultural elites published after the war
are some of the most well-known and studied materials. 21 the interwar regime
focused strongly on and supported legionaries as founders of the Czechoslovak
state; their testimonies were therefore published, but no attention was paid to
“ordinary” people and soldiers ﬁghting in the Habsburg army. slovak historio-
graphy has so far focused on the situation of the slovak elite, i.e. prominent
intellectuals and politicians with slovak national identity (members of slovak
political parties and groups, journalists and writers, activists of resistance against
austria-Hungary, legionaries) who were active during WWi and in the creation
of Czechoslovakia. 22 this focal point was the result of slovak historiography
primarily focusing on the history of the slovak nation, and of the tradition of
concentrating on those factors of World War i which led to the formation of the
Czechoslovak state. after the fall of the communist regime, which strongly
deformed the memory of WWi, especially the issue of legionaries, new sources
have been published or made accessible for research. the focus is now more
on the non-elite and non-prominent veterans and civilians. 23
most of the population living in the territory of today’s slovakia belonged
to the “silent majority” – they were non-prominent inhabitants who did not
express opinions publicly or write memoirs. However, personal testimonies of
non-prominent persons are an essential source for analysis of attitudes and loy-
alty changes during the war regime, when most of the population of the territory
of today’s slovakia was rural and belonged to the lower strata. When discussing
pro-war enthusiasm at the beginning of the war, it is essential to consider the
attitudes of this segment of the population.
20. this selection contains 66 transcribed oral stories of slovak veterans and civilians. miloslav smatana
a kol, Rozpamätávanie. Prvá svetová vojna jazykom prastarých otcov a materí, bratislava, veda, 2015.
21. mainly: vavro Šrobár, Pamäti z vojny a väzenia (1914-1918), martin, matica slovenská, 1946; Janko
Jesenský, Cestou k slobode. Úryvky z denníka 1914-1918, bratislava, tatran, 1968; Ján Hrušovský, Stála
vojna, stála..., bratislava, tatran, 1971; Jozef Gregor tajovský, Rozpomienky o československých légiách
v Rusku, bratislava, 1920; ivan thurzo, Medzi vrchmi a na rovine. Spomienky, bratislava, tatran, 1987.
22. kováč, Muži deklarácie, 2nd ed., bratislava, veda, 2000; Peter Švorc, Rozbíjali republiku, košice,
východoslovenské vydavateľstvo, 1992.
23. some new personal stories and memories of non-elite persons have been published for the WWi Cen-
tennial, for example: “vojnové príbehy (1914-1918)” in: Peter brezina a kol, Prvá svetová vojna a Záhorie,
skalica, záhorské múzeum v skalici, 2015, p. 92-170; činčurák, Vojna…, Pavel mičianik, Július lomenčík,
mišo Šesták (eds.), bez miesta vydania, vyd. miloš Hric, 2016; Jozef Honza-dubnický, Zápisky legionára,
Ferdinand vrábel (ed.), banská bystrica, Pro, 2014.
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attitudes oF tHe Civilian PoPulation at tHe onset oF War 
and tHe PHenomenon oF War mass Hysteria
based on our research on the situation in the kingdom of Hungary and
specifically the territory of today’s slovakia, 24 we conclude that the myth of
universal war euphoria in austria-Hungary resulted from the psychological
impact of an extreme situation, excessive generalization, censorship and pro-
paganda, as well as the security measures of the emergency war regime, and,
further, the consequent politicization of this phenomenon during and after the
war. not all of the population shared in the war craze, nor can generalizations
be made about the attitudes of members of entire nations (as in a simplified
schema that Germans and Hungarians were for war, but that Czechs, slovaks
and other slavic nations were against).
most of the population in the territory of “upper Hungary” was of slovak
ethnicity before WWi. However, as a consequence of ethnic diversity and the
national policy of an integrated political Hungarian/magyar nation (practiced
after the 1867 Compromise in the kingdom of Hungary), the majority of the
nobility and middle class declared themselves magyar or German. the majority
of the population with slovak ethnicity belonged to the lower rural class, only
partly to the lower middle strata and to workers living in small towns. slovak
national activists mostly came from the lower-middle class, a fact that influenced
their political orientation.25 slovak politics saw relatively strong differentiation
from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, with the conservative slovak national
Party; the liberally oriented groups of the younger generation formed around the
periodical Hlas (voice) and later Prúdy (Currents); the liberals around milan
Hodža in budapest; the catholic slovak People’s Party; and a slovak section of
the Hungarian social democratic Party. 26 still, the slovak national identity
remained the strongest unifying factor. regardless of political orientation, all
slovak political parties and groups declared political passivity in July/august
1914 for wartime and asked their members and readers of their press to follow
the war regime’s orders. 27 While the reason for such declarations was to defend
national activists against persecution from authorities based on the newly estab-
lished martial law, the authorities presented them as a declaration of loyalty to
the state and war regime.
When evaluating the phenomenon of mass war hysteria, it is important to
analyze two levels: 1. the chronological aspect, because the situation and the
24. dudeková, “dvojsečná zbraň”; id., “výnimočnosť alebo normalita? každodennosť veľkej vojny v
Prešporku/bratislave,” in Theatrum Historiae, vol. 16, 2015, p. 193-211.
25. For more details on the social and ethnic structure of the territory of today’s slovakia before WWi
see: elena mannová, roman Holec, “on the road to modernization 1848-1918,” in: elenamannová (ed.)
A Concise History of Slovakia, bratislava, Historický ústav sav, 2000, p. 185-189.
26. For more details on slovak politics in the context of the kingdom of Hungary before WWi see: ibid;,
p. 206-214.
27. see the declarations or articles of several slovak political movements published in the collection of
documents kováč, Slováci v prvej svetovej vojne 1914-1918, p. 22-30.
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response of the population saw rapid and significant changes; and 2. the specific
attitudes of various population groups, not restricted merely to their ethnicity,
but also by social strata, gender, age and political orientation. When analyzing
changes in attitudes to war declarations, we should distinguish between periods:
i. from June 28 (assassination of Habsburg crown prince) to July 23 (ulti-
matum of austria-Hungary to serbia);
ii. from 25 July (serbia’s response to the ultimatum and following declara-
tion of partial mobilization in austria-Hungary) to 28/31 July (austria-Hungar-
ian declaration of war on serbia / declarations of general mobilization);
iii. august 1-4 (general enlistment);
iv. after august 4.
the first decision phase on the war, the period between the assassination of
Franz Ferdinand and his wife (July 28, 1914) until the ultimatum for serbia
(July 23, 1914), was the largest shift in opinions presented in the press and in
public in the Habsburg monarchy. shortly after the assassination, attitudes were
dominated by grief for the late emperor’s successor and sympathy towards his
family. at the time, war was not mentioned in public media, or remained a far-
fetched solution to the crisis. However, grief was gradually replaced by anxiety
and anticipation of whether war was coming. German and Hungarian nationalist
newspapers advocated war as a solution, but the majority of the press did not
support the idea. leftist periodicals especially expressed their disagreement
with pursuing war. the slovak workers’ newspaper published in Hungary was
critical of the “fabricated [negative] attitudes towards serbia” and of the push
towards war. 28 a day after the ultimatum was presented to serbia, ivan dérer,
a slovak leftist politician, published an article “Hyenas want war,” in which he
criticized Hungarian nationalists for promoting vengeance towards serbia and
for taking advantage of the situation to strengthen their supremacy in Hungary.
as a response to the article, he and the newspaper´s editor, Jozef Gregor-
tajovský, were taken into custody to be investigated. 29
the enactment of emergency martial law in the Habsburg monarchy marked
the beginning of the next phase of development of the population’s attitudes.
starting from July 25, based on the newly established emergency law, 30 the
public was not informed objectively. news became biased due to tightened
censor ship and war propaganda, fostering a feeling of insecurity and presenting
war as the necessary defensive response of the monarchy. these would assign
strict punishments for treason, prompting unrest and insulting the emperor and
the monarchy. on July 28, emperor Franz Joseph declared war on serbia and,
28. “válečné štvanice,” in Robotnícke noviny, 9.7.1914, p. 1.
29. “Pred vojnou,” in Robotnícke noviny, 6.8.1914, p. 4.
30. on July 25, special martial law no. lXiii/1912 was enacted. see: 1912.évi lXiii.törvénycikk a
háboru esetére szóló kivételes intézkedésekről. 1000ev.hu/index.php?a=3&param=7188
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three days later, universal mobilization of the army. soldiers were required to
join the army on august 4. Public assemblies took place during the short period
– from serbia’s refusal of the ultimatum until universal mobilization – i.e. during
the newly enacted war-police regime. these assemblies became later the basis
for belief in universal war euphoria.
in Germany, the “pro-war assemblies” took place at the beginning of
august, which is why the phenomenon of war euphoria was titled Augusterleb-
nis– an august experience. but in austria-Hungary, the first public assemblies
took place as early as July 25, when serbia was supposed to deliver the response
to the ultimatum of austria-Hungary. in vienna, masses of people spontaneously
gathered in front of the ministry of War to hear serbia’s response and learn what
would come next. When they discovered the decision of partial mobilization of
the army, some groups expressed willingness to start a war. the next day, mil-
itary music ensembles paraded the city and civilians spontaneously began to
accompany them. right-wing newspapers described the atmosphere as universal
war enthusiasm, writing about “hundreds, thousands” of people expressing sup-
port for the emperor and the army under black and yellow flags and pictures of
the emperor.31 major daily periodicals in budapest described similar enthusiasm
in Hungary, this time under red, white and green Hungarian flags. on the other
hand, leftist newspapers emphasized that those most passionate for war were
inexperienced youngsters. 32
attitudes changed significantly during the first days of august when men,
called to general conscription, were actually to leave their homes and report to
the headquarters garrison. in addition to secret reports from the authorities on
the “moods of the population,” local newspapers also brought news of negative
attitudes, especially in rural areas, where departing fathers expressed sadness
and fear for the fate of their families and farms, when leaving them without a
breadwinner. most women reacted emotionally and disapprovingly, as was
depicted by non-prominent women and men 33 and slovak female writers, 34
accentuated by the radical Hungarian Feminist’s association. 35
31. berhnard denscher, Gold gab ich für Eisen, Wien – münchen, Jugend & volk, 1987, p. 7-14.
32. our conclusions based on local press in northern Hungary (today’s slovakia) support the ﬁndings of
Hajdu tibor, “a magyar közvélemény alakulása a hadüzenet előtt és után,” in Hadtörténelmi közlemények,
vol. 127, no. 3,2014, p. 611-627. Compare to: ifj bertényi iván, “éljen a háború!” in Propaganda az I. vilá-
gháborúban. Az Országos Széchényi könyvtár kiállitása, iván ifj bertényi, lászló boka (eds.), budapest:
országos széchényi könyvtár 2016, p. 121-132.
33. For example: oral memoirs of katarína Fojtínová, née dugová, from July 1970. archive of nss,
sign. 438, beata kelemenová, Ľudová slovesnosť. Lokality Myjava a okolité kopanice, p. 32; činčurák, vojna
p. 42.
34. terézia vansová, Momentky zo svetovej vojny, manuscript, archive slovenská národná knižnica –
literárny archív (snk-la), fond terézia vansová, sign. 41 yy 7; Hana Gregorová, Memoáre, manuscript,
snk-la, sign. 43 GG 1; p. 480-484.
35. in its journal “the Woman” (a nő), the Feminist’s association strongly promoted paciﬁsm and a spe-
cial mission of women for peace. see for example argumentation in their support declaration to the plea for
peace released by international Woman suffrage alliance in september 1914: az első békemisszió, in A Nő
(Feminista folyóirat), 1, september 20, 1914, no. 17,p. 1-2.
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as for the phenomenon of war mass hysteria, “pro-war demonstrations,” as
labeled by the media in July 1914 in the kingdom of Hungary, did not clearly
express war euphoria in Hungary and particularly in “upper Hungary”: people
reacted to the new circumstances in different ways. shouts such as “death to
serbia!” and “let there be war!” and feelings of excitement towards the war
were expressed by a small part of the population which included townsmen and
adolescent males mainly from the middle-classes in big cities, particularly
budapest. in addition, reports from local government offices in Hungary show
that policemen accompanied public gatherings and processions to prevent pos-
sible acts of opposition. local reports from small cities and the countryside
about so-called “population moods” which were written by local officers and
send to the ministry of interior, noted that there were also expressions against
the war and disloyal attitudes, but they were punished and suppressed. the
police acted preventively against potential resistance, especially from national
minorities. examples of abuse of power by the police are documented in mem-
oirs of slovak national activists as well as reports by security forces. 36 For
example, according to the memoirs of the female writer and editor of the slovak
women’s journal Dennica, terézia vansová, people had to attend such public
gatherings and shine a light in all of their windows. 37 From the beginning, hatred
towards serbs, declared responsible for the war, turned against members of eth-
nic minorities.
memoirs of the slovak cultural and political elite emphasized that pro-war
enthusiasm was manifested mainly among Germans and Hungarians and that
slovaks did not share it, that they even sympathized with the serbs and rus-
sians. For example, ivan stodola, an army doctor during the war and later a
famous slovak dramatist, described the attitudes of inhabitants of the town of
liptovský mikuláš in his memoirs: 
on the day of the mobilization, i experienced a regrettable demonstration
in liptovský mikuláš. on the evening street, a small group gathered and some
ignorant “patriots” shouted “éljen a háború! éljen a háború!” [long live the
war!], proclaiming the glory of war. it should be emphasized that slovak resi-
dents of liptovský mikuláš did not join the demonstrators. 38
Prominent slovak authors of memoirs 39 underlined the fact that hatred of the
war enemy – the serbs – was accompanied by hatred of and repressive measures
against alleged internal enemies of the homeland, accusing them of disloyalty.
36. dudeková, “dvojsečná zbraň,” p. 246-260.
37. terézia vansová, Ján Vansa. Život a práca verného sluhu pánovho.(Biograﬁcké črty), l. sv. mikuláš
1938, p. 356-358.
38. ivan stodola, V šľapajach Hippokrata, martin, osveta, 1977, p. 38.
39. in addition to the abovementioned authors, see mainly memoirs by female writer H. Gregorová and
by J. Cablk, a member of the slovak resistance group around the politician milan Hodža, active in vienna
during WWi: Hana Gregorová, Spomienky, bratislava, tatran, p. 196-197; Ján Cablk, “za hrsť osobných
rozpomienok,” in Milan Hodža, publicista, politik, vedecký pracovník. Spomienky, úvahy, štúdie, bratislava
1938, p. 669.
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in some towns in today’s territory of slovakia, fanatical processions of middle-
class citizens stood in front of the houses of famous slovak activists, accusing
them of being “traitors” and threatening them with physical violence or even
the gallows. 40
escalated nationalism in the everyday life of a multi-national monarchy dis-
rupted the fiction of a united homeland as presented by official propaganda.
analysis of newspaper articles from the time period shows a hierarchy of dif-
ferent loyalties in the austrian and Hungarian parts of the monarchy. in austria,
symbols of the Habsburg monarchy and German national symbols dominated:
black and yellow flags and tributes to Franz Joseph as an emperor of the whole
monarchy were associated with the singing of German national songs as Wacht
am Rhein and expressed German nationalism and superiority. 41 but in Hun-
gary, 42 army units and masses of people declared loyalty to their homeland, the
kingdom of Hungary, and to Franz Josef as the king and not the emperor of the
whole Habsburg monarchy. What dominated these crowds of people were Hun-
garian national symbols – red, white and green flags, national songs from the
time of struggle for Hungarian independence in the revolution of 1848/49, and
revolutionary poems by alexander Petőfi (Talpra Magyar! – “On your feet,
Magyar”). 43
major newspapers and politicians talked of a supposedly unified pro-war
stance of the whole population. they used vocabulary mixing nationalist, mili-
tarist and propagandist rhetoric. according to them, being part of a community
of “national unity” and national reconciliation strengthened war euphoria. Public
gatherings and the smooth process of conscription were declared clear expres-
sions of patriotism and proof of loyalty to the state and dynasty, as well as agree-
ment with the declaration of war. most local newspapers repeated this rhetoric,
while reporting on the situation in small cities more objectively. For example,
conservative and leftist media in Pressburg wrote of processions through the city
center from July 27 to July 30 with a sober distance. they commented: 
40. see for example: vansová, Ján Vansa. Biograﬁcké črty. Diel II. liptovský sv. mikuláš: tranoscius,
1948, s. 167-171; ervín Holéczy, Životopisné čriepky, snk-la, sign. 219 l 1, published in edition of docu-
ments kováč, Slováci v prvej svetovej vojne 1914-1918, p. 31-33.
41. For vienna and austria, see denscher, Gold gab ich für Eisen…, p. 6-17; Jan Galandauer, “Wacht
am rhein a kde domov můj. válečné nadšení v čechách v létě 1914,” in Historie a vojenství, 1996, no. 5,
p. 24-43; id., “češi a „válečné nadšení“ na prahu velké války,” in Historická sociologie, 2014, part. 2,
p. 85-92.
42. on war enthusiasm presented in Hungary, particularly in budapest, see: szabó dániel, “a magyar
háborús lelkesedés az első világháború kitörésekor,” in: Cornel Grad, viorel Ciubotâ (eds.), 1918. Sfârşit și
început de epocă. Korszakvég – korszakkezd. The End and the Beginning of an Era, Cluj-napoca, 1998,
p. 75-86; id., “magyarország nem volt, hanem lesz. Háborús lelkesedés a populáris színelőadások tükrében,”
in: Gábor Gyáni, Gábor Pajkossy (eds), A pesti polgár. Tanulmányok Vörös Károly emlékére, debrecen, Cso-
konai,1999, p. 185-198.
43. For Pressburg (renamed bratislava in 1919) and local press in July and august 1914 also reporting
on the situation in vienna and budapest, see: dudeková, “výnimočnosť alebo normalita?…” p. 193-211.
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all talk is about the war and every evening there is a military procession
with music and torches, which aims to promote enthusiasm for war. and eve-
ryone’s face poses a terrible question: What will be next? 44
official propagandist publications about war selectively chose articles and
photographs to create the fiction of national unity and war excitement. due to
censorship, no criticism towards the war or war regime could be published. Pho-
tographs depicting people waving scarves and throwing their hats above their
head during a military procession were chosen to depict large cities between
July and august. these pictures became famous and were used as proof of the
attitude of the whole population. 45 in reality, many of the photographs show
gatherings in front of government buildings or newspaper offices.
However, masses of people who enthusiastically celebrated the war were
also a reality in this time period. although they represented only a small part of
the population, personal observers remembered them vividly. in their diaries
and memoirs, people described the atmosphere from various perspectives and
with different evaluations: their interpretation depends mostly on social status,
political affiliation, ethnicity and time distance. some of the most cited sources
of the kind are memoirs of austrian intellectuals who, in the spirit of German
nationalism, wrote about uplifting feelings at the outbreak of the war, which
they saw as a way to gain more independence in the monarchy. some Hungarian
nationally oriented townsmen shared this view, but slovak historiography
assigned the viewpoint to all Germans and Hungarians. However, even many
non-prominent Hungarians who gave in to the nationalist rhetoric were not
enthusiastic about the war.
several diary entries and memoirs of Hungarian townspeople and members
of the nobility and intelligentsia 46 do not confirm the simplified idea of the war
enthusiasm of Hungarians at the outset of the war. even Hussar officer miklós
kozma and his colleague, also a professional officer, disagreed with the expres-
sions of mass hysteria at the beginning of the war. He wrote in his diary: 
[…] ultimatum to serbia expired on July 23. the city [budapest] overwhelmed
with war enthusiasm. i walked with Captain baron béla Fiáth through the
whole city. Crowds walking rhythmically, shouting “let serbia perish!” We
watch them, thoughtful. Fiáth speaks: “they do not know what war is. We
fall, even more of these, and those who remain will yell for peace exactly the
same as they yell for war now.” 47
44. Chýrnik, “na prešporský uliciach,” in Robotnícke noviny, 30. 7. 1914, p. 7.
45. For example: A Nagy Háború irásban és képben, i. Ed. Lándor Tivadar, budapest, athenaeum, 1915,
p. 1-14.
46. see the editions of war diaries, memoirs and war correspondence of the Hungarian population: szenti
tibor (ed.), Vér és pezsgő. Harctéri naplók, visszaemlékezések, frontversek, tábori és családi levelek az első
világháborúból, budapest, magvető, 1988; “naplók, emlékiratok,” in: szabó dániel (ed.), Az első világhá-
ború, budapest, osiris, 2009, p. 435-507.
47. kozma miklós, Egy csapattiszt naplója 1914-1918, budapest, révai kiadás [1932], p. 5.
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the newly published diary of a civil servant from budapest shows his under-
standing of the abuse of the national rhetoric and the irrationality of the masses
who celebrated the outbreak of war at the end of July 1914. although a magyar
nationalist, János József lowetinszky, a member of the petite bourgeoisie, was
aware of the ambivalent reactions in budapest and of the possibility of the
manipulation of the crowd. He watched the reactions of people on the streets in
the Hungarian capital on the day of partial mobilization. He wrote in his diary: 
sunday, July 26… people are swarming the streets like an irritated anthill;
at the church of merciful brothers [today’s Ferenciek tér] notes of the invi-
gorating rákóczy march suddenly roar, played by the instruments of the k.u.k.
[imperial and royal] black and yellow military band; folk roar, shout “down
with the serbs!,” screaming, hollering their “death;” then the chords of the
szózat and the Hymnusz [magyar/Hungarian anthem] ring out, the people
are in ecstasy, poor magyars are blinded again, forgetting about their problems
and concerns, and for the tones of these three prayers they would perhaps
charge even into hell. oh, indeed. very well is the magyar soul known, how
it can be prompted, and now they blindly chase towards their destruction –
because it is my impression that this will become a world war. […] everyone
is excited, and i (an optimist by nature) am racking my head with pessimistic
thoughts, pondering if all will be alright?
lowetinszky also noted a mixture of moods in the center of the city and at
the railway station, observing the leave-taking of departing soldiers: 
July 27… Here we stand at the national theatre, a huge commotion, people
calling for glory, sounds of a military band somewhere in the front, the old
and the young chanting “down with serbia, down with serbia.” a military
orchestra is in the middle, lanterns all around, the ﬁery melody of the rákóczy
march resonates and the majestic and easily inspired people rage and roar,
though in truth most of them will not have to risk their own skin... this is the
mood now, we’ll see what it will be later. […] at the eastern railway station
a great number of people dally, saying their goodbyes, crying, laughing; a
bunch of drunken reservists – that is what they feel like – is staggering around;
this is a picture of the war in the heart of the country. 48
because of irrationality, a consequence of crowd behavior, i prefer the term
mass war hysteria instead of war euphoria/enthusiasm. in memoirs of slovaks
from this time period, women writers depict the atmosphere of crowd behavior
most eloquently. they write of a mix of conflicting opinions and attitudes, and
of inflated emotions including fear and despair. i quote a part of such description
by the slovak female writer terézia vansová (related to the situation in banská
bystrica): 
48. diary of J. J. lowetinszky, the so-called “magyar Švejk” – see entries from July 26 and 27, 1914:
balogh János máthyás (ed.), a magyar Švejk. Egy napló kisember mindennapjai a 19-20. századi Budapesten,
magyarsvejk.blog.hu/
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on July 29 there was a great demonstration for the war in the town. even
those who are afraid of war shouted: “long live the war.” they yelled “down
with them!” and the chants “down with Panslavs” could also be heard. evening.
a procession organized by the military and political ruling body walks through
the town. torches and lanterns glow, swinging on poles in the crowd. Crowd,
drunk on the catchphrases, shoutings and outcries – what is always able to in-
ﬂame the mass – marches throug town. Windows are illuminated; woe betide
those who did not illuminated their windows! 49
but, while men were leaving their families for the army, another important
transformation of attitudes took place: from former enthusiasm of part of the
population to tension, fear and a feeling of responsibility. the atmosphere was
seen as a big enlistment farewell. Great events were organized for soldiers leav-
ing for the front, which normally included alcohol and self-representation of
masculinity. the shift in attitudes is well depicted in the memoirs of slovak
shoemaker’s apprentice viskup-Halík, who was as a teenager in Pressburg at
the outset of the war. in his oral memoirs, he told of the period when the war
was declared: 
all around, there were shouts in Hungarian: “éljen a háború!” – viva war.
the whole city was full of lanterns, the military and the nation, and all around
yelling: “viva war!” and i was thinking, what is this, how “viva war”?
He depicted the changes in attitudes when the universal mobilization began: 
they sat on their suitcases, well, those who had to go to the war… Women
sat close-by and cried and moaned. Well then this is that “viva war” means?
before there was only “viva war” and now they have already had enough. as
a small boy, i thought, “what does this all mean?” Four or ﬁve days ago, such
large pro-war things happened, only to promote war and “viva war.” and now
lamentations and all that in Pressburg, on the main square […] these things
were quite hard to understand. 50
national identity was important in shaping loyalties however, the change in
attitudes among civilians and soldiers in the Habsburg army demonstrates com-
mon features and phases, regardless of ethnicity or nationality. recent research
in the regions of the Habsburg empire with an ethnically mixed population has
shown that the degree of loyalty, and especially its weakening during the war,
were connected primarily to the social situation of individuals or groups. the
erosion of loyalty to emperor and country was not primarily a matter of nation-
ality, but one of social differences.
49. vansová, Momentky zo svetovej vojny, p. 4-7.
50. oral story of J. viskup-Halík, in: miloslav smatana, a kol., Rozpamätávanie. Prvá svetová vojna
jazykom prastarých otcov a materí, bratislava, veda, 2015, p. 75.
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soldiers’ motivation and beHavior 
durinG ConsCriPtion and War
as with civilians, the attitudes of conscripted soldiers varied significantly,
although propaganda claimed general enthusiasm and loyalty. Propagandist arti-
cles from the time emphasize patriotism and slovak soldiers’ excitement for the
war. similarly, in letters sent by soldiers to newspapers, soldiers emphasized
their patriotism, loyalty to the emperor and faith in God; a longing for peace
became a part of these letters only from 1916, but loyalty to the monarchy was
still stressed. 51
However, in the oral memoirs i have analyzed, 52 veterans of WWi note the
absence of war enthusiasm, especially when remembering the farewells of
departing soldiers and their families just before leaving for the front. their main
motivation to join was the commitment and responsibility to defend the home-
land. the vast majority of soldiers in the austro-Hungarian empire were called
into the army under general conscription and, as it is clear from my analyses,
they were mainly motivated by a sense of duty and the need to obey the orders
of the establishment. they came to terms with the circumstances, believing the
situation was temporary and the war would not last long. my analysis has iden-
tified various motivations and strategies employed by soldiers, which can be
categorized as follows:
1. as the most common reason for joining the forces, soldiers name their
responsibility to follow an order. a typical quotation went along the lines of:
“and the war came; i had to go to war.” 53
2. Patriotism or a need to fight for the homeland were cited rarely and with-
out a nationalist tone. soldiers rarely mentioned motivation to fight for their
“slovak national right.” 54
3. soldiers who joined the forces young sometimes mention passion for the
war because they hoped for new adventures, to demonstrate their masculinity,
and to gain prestige through military success. However, they usually add that
they quickly sobered up from their illusions once real fighting started. accord-
ing Ján mališka, who was enlisted as 19-year old soldier:
in the First World War, when i went to the battleﬁeld, i was as happy as a
kid. if i managed to come back home one day, i would be proud of it, i would
be able to say that i had fought, i had been to war. but this feeling quickly
disappeared as we crossed the Carpathians. 55
51. róbert letz (ed.), “listy slovenských vojakov z prvej svetovej vojny,” in Verbum Historiae, 2014,
vol. no. 1, p. 108-140; no. 2, p. 204-234.
52. see footnotes 19 and 20.
53. oral story of Juraj Pagáč, in the archive of the nss, sign. 633, arne mann: Ľudové rozprávanie
v obciach Prietrž a Hlboké (1976), p. 63.
54. oral story of Štefan Šlahor-vacula, in the archive of the nss, sign. 311, zora mitaľová, rozprávania
o i. sv. vojne – myjava (1966), p. 55.
55. oral story of J. mališka, in: smatana, p. 80.
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4. mentions of efforts to avoid conscription are relatively rare. methods
included travelling abroad, or using strategies to avoid direct confrontation on
the battlefield. avoiding the battlefield by voluntary escape to captivity was
listed as a survival strategy by a small part of the veterans, although motivation
to desert the army was rarely political – what mattered was to find a way to sur-
vive on the battlefield. 56
5. there were cases of men who had long been abroad, mainly in the usa,
who willingly came back to Hungary because of war. as motivation for their
return, they declared the aim to care for their families, but according to the
deputy director of the slovak organization in united states of america, sloven-
ská liga, many simply followed the enlistment order and demonstrated patrio-
tism and loyalty to the Habsburg emperor. 57
6. regarding the battlefield, veterans sometimes declared an unwillingness
to kill based on reasons relating to religious beliefs and they mention several
strategies to try to avoid breaking the commandment “thou shalt not kill.” they
purposely shot away from the target, or believed that, if they avoided killing a
human being, God would protect them from death and injury. 58
the attitudes towards the war mentioned above 59 are largely in accord with
the latest conclusions from historians 60 (apart from the absence of nationalistic
fervor), whose sources include psychological analysis of soldiers’ motivations
during the war. according to the Canadian historian Holger H. Herwig, 61 vol-
unteers who joined the forces in Germany cited these as their reasons: a chance
for an adventure, an escape from mundane life and love of homeland. some
volunteers saw war as a way to prove their masculinity; others accepted war
was unavoidable. in the end, motivations varied: patriotism, enthusiasm and
fulfilling one’s duty. rare psychological studies of army officers, which aimed
to understand the mentality of a soldier, show negative emotions on the battle-
ground: hatred of the enemy, search for vengeance, fear. evaluations of the reli-
ability of soldiers based on nationality did not correspond with reality – they
were based on ethnic stereotypes in the Habsburg monarchy. 62
despite the different attitudes and motivations, the mobilization went sur-
prisingly smoothly in the end in austria-Hungary, although the main command
56. oral story of Štefan Šlahor-vacula, in the archive of the nss, sign. 311, mitaľová: rozprávania…,
p. 41; oral story of J. Plíž, in: smatana, p. 73.
57. ignác Gessay, Rozpomienka na uzavretie Československej dohody dňa 30. mája 1918 v Pittsburgu,
bratislava, slovenský jubilárny rok, 1928, p. 6.
58. oral story of Ján Hložka, archive of nss, mária čambalová: Ľudová próza na Podjavorinsku (1971),
p. 32; oral story of o. belan, in: smatana, p. 93-94.
59. For more details see: dudeková, “s bohom za kráľa a vlasť? Problém lojality a bojovej morálky
radového vojaka vo veľkej vojne,” in: dudeková, mannová (eds.), Vojak medzi civilmi…, p. 163-196.
60. sabine a. Haring, “k.u.k. soldaten an der ostfront im sommer und Herbst 1914. eine emotionsso-
ziologische analyse,” in bachinger, dornik (ed.), Jenseits des Schützengrabens…, p. 65-86.
61. Holger b. Herwig, The First World War: Germany and Austria-Hungary 1914-1918, 2nd edition,
london – new york, bloomsbury academic Press, 2014, chap. the “mood of 1914,” p. 33-44.
62. udvary Jenő, “Psychológiai megﬁgyelések a harcztérről,” in: Pilch Jenő (ed.), Hadtörténeti Közle-
mények XX – XXII (1919 – 1921), budapest, a magyar tudományos akadémia, 1921, p. 157-170.
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expected resistance and feared that many men would not obey the call-up. most
soldiers, including slovaks and Czechs, joined up without a fuss and upheld
military discipline, and civilians also conformed to the imposed distinctive
wartime regime. this was mainly due to preventive security measures. the
belief that it would be a short-term, temporary deployment also played an
important role.
the “baptism of fire” was a significant eye-opener and source of disillu-
sionment for soldiers, even those who succumbed to the propaganda assertions
of the opportunities to gain merit and become a hero in the war. the oral testi-
monies of veterans and some memoirs63 show that many soldiers, especially
older regular soldiers and reservists, already experienced substantial doubt when
leaving for the front, despite the pomp, splendor and propaganda that accom-
panied departure. the topic of sobering from war enthusiasm is practically
absent in the memoirs of officers. an exception and also an important testimony
is the confession of Ján Hrušovský, one of the very few military officers of slo-
vak nationality in the austria-Hungary army, who later became a writer. He
confessed in his wartime notes: 
i am not completely clear with myself and i do not understand a lot of
things. Why am i not celebrating the victory? i have been thirsting for the
extraordinary, for our bloody craft being unbound, horrors and colossal
moments have lured me; i wanted to be drunk with the battle cry and the
delight of victory. […] yes, everyone had imagined the war differently. richer
in color, in personal bravery and, although bloody, ﬁlled with cheerful
moments and stories of a chevalier. in a way, how it used to be in the napo-
leonic times. today’s war is prosaic. there is no gleam of snow-white coats
to be seen, none of the shiny swords or campﬁres – everything is gray, dirty-
green; there are no people in sight, only the rattling and yapping of invisible
cannons.64
my analysis of war correspondence from the territory of today’s slovakia65
reaffirms the conclusions of Hungarian historian Péter Hanák, that the mentality
of a farmer/peasant in the kingdom of Hungary, based on the values of faith in
God, connection to the land and the local community, was universal regardless
of ethnic affiliation. 66 a consequence of this mentality was loyalty towards the
authorities and regime, but very strong ties to family and local community. even
63. For example činčurák, Vojna…, p. 42.
64. Ján Hrušovský, Zo svetovej vojny. Halič, Ruské Poľsko 1914, martin, kníhtlačiarsky účastinársky
spolok, 1919, p. 246, 296.
65. there is a rare collection of censored (and never delivered) correspondence of soldiers with their
families in nitra local archives: archives of nitra County, slovakia. (Štátny archív v nitre, zbierka frontových
pozdravov). dudeková, “Protirečivé spomienky? zážitky z prvej svetovej vojny,” in OS (Fórum občianskej
spoločnosti), 2006, vol. 10, no. 1-2, p. 102-114.
66. Hanák Péter, “népi levelek az első világháborúból,” in: id., A kert és a műhely, budapest, ballasi
kiadó, 1999, p. 157-187; szabó Ferenc, “az első világháború hatása a népi életszemléletre,” in: Régi és új
peregrináció. Magyarok külföldön, külföldiek Magyarországon I, budapest, szeged: nemzetközi magyar
ﬁlológiai társaság, 1993, p. 339-346.
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though soldiers expressed disagreement with the war and a longing for peace
in their correspondence, military discipline and respect for the authority of the
“upper class” acted as a great impediment to actively resisting the war.
based on my analysis of veterans’ memoirs presented here, we can conclude
that even though veterans attitudes and motivations vary in their testimonies,
the unifying themes are: 1. disillusion and shock as a consequence of direct bat-
tlefield experiences; 2. gradual radicalization of attitudes because of worsening
socioeconomic conditions on the battlefield and in the hinterland, the war’s long
duration, increasing social injustice, and failures of the war regime. the enlisted
men went to war and civilians adapted to wartime measures convinced that they
would not last long; most believed the propaganda slogan that the war would
be over before the leaves fell from the trees. as the war dragged on, the emer-
gency war-time circumstances became a bitter normality both on the front and
behind it. radicalization of soldiers was caused by negative experiences on the
front and the growing disillusionment rooted mainly in insufficient troop sup-
port and massive differences between the situation of regular troops and officers,
which regular soldiers perceived as a social injustice. Feelings of dissatisfaction
among the troops resulted in the gradual radicalization of their attitudes, mainly
due to the prolongation of the war, the deteriorating economic and social con-
ditions, and failing war support on the front and at the rear. nevertheless, most
of the soldiers fulfilled their duty until the end of the war. in the final stage of
the war, soldiers hoped for its quick end and expected compensation for their
“service to the nation” and war suffering.
ConClusion: tHe issue oF tHe silent maJority and FaCtors
in radiCalization oF attitudes
Considering my new research and analysis presented in this paper, the ques-
tion in understanding the situation at the outset of the war needs reformulating:
we should not ask why people supported the war, but rather why the majority
did not publicly oppose the war and why it remained silent. analysis of the atti-
tudes of non-prominent citizens shows the reasons for their temporary acceptance
of the war regime, while also showing the shift in their loyalties towards the
regime during the war. in contrast to the public declarations and ego-documents
of prominent nationalists, social, religious, and regional identity were most im-
portant for the everyday life of common people. in the end, people’s priorities
were to find survival strategies for themselves and their families. the regime’s
repressive measures towards potential rebels were effective for a quite long time,
which is why people did not declare their disapproval of the regime’s practices
in public – but did so in private. For this reason, organized resistance was weak-
ened; it took place in illegality and manifested itself only towards the end of the
war. many soldiers were motivated to fight based on negative consequences:
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fear of punishment for breaching army discipline; for example, the punishment
for desertion was to shoot the soldier and repress his family.
an important aspect in the study of motivations and attitudes in the war is
their radicalization during the period. While in the beginning, a small part of
the population was undecided about its stance towards the war, starting from
spring 1915, it is clear from correspondence and early demonstrations that there
was strong hope for an end to the war. the most important factor in radicaliza-
tion was social differences, which intensified during the war. Farmers in par-
ticular, who formed the majority of the population, shared the same mentality
regardless of ethnic affiliation. Factors which influenced people’s attitudes
towards radicalization in the hinterland were present from the beginning of war.
as main factors of radicalization, we can distinguish corruption, social inequal-
ity, the negative impact of the emergency supply system (requisitions, food
rationing), failures of the war regime, lengthening of the war, and a deep rift
between propaganda and reality.
the opinion of the population was negatively affected by the corruption of
clerks and army officers, who abused their power to free men from conscription
by proclaiming them essential for domestic industry. offenses prosecuted were
dominated by statements against the nation and insulting the majesty of the
emperor. national controversies in the first months of the war were less domi-
nant and were dampened by preventive police intimidation. social injustice was
experienced and felt mostly by the lower and lowest classes, which were
affected the most by requisitions of horses and agricultural products, as well as
by increasing food prices. People reacted to the declaration of war pragmati-
cally, stockpiling food and taking out cash from banks. as a result, there were
food shortages and a black market was created, accessible only to the wealthier
classes. the first protests against the war regime in Hungary, as well as austria,
happened in spring 1915 when a rationing system for flour was put in place.
these protests gradually evolved into demonstrations against the war in the
Habsburg monarchy, and their attendants were mostly women.67
Civilians started seeing the divide between propaganda and reality based on
their own experiences as well as those of injured soldiers, who were transported
to the hinterland in september 1914. While soldiers joined the army forces,
civilians adjusted to the new war circumstances with the belief they were tem-
porary. most trusted the propagandist slogan that the war would be over before
leaves fell from trees. as the war set in for longer, emergency circumstances
became the standard in the hinterland and on the battlefield. despite this, most
of the population adjusted to the war regime in the hinterland and most soldiers
remained in service until the end of the war.
67. dudeková, “výnimočnosť alebo normalita?…,” p. 193-211; id., “stratégie prežitia v mimoriadnej
situácii. vplyv veľkej vojny na rodinu na území slovenska,” in Forum Historiae, 2009, vol. 3, no. 1. 
forumhistoriae.sk/
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to understand the attitudes of the population, it is important to consider the
broader context. an effort to avoid conscription does not necessarily imply
antimilitarism, as was repeatedly implied in the case of soldiers with slovak or
Czech identity. Protests against supply deficiencies do not necessarily signal
resistance towards the state and an effort to break the monarchy. even desertions
do not correspond to the goal to disintegrate the Habsburg monarchy: the testi-
monies of slovak soldiers we have analyzed demonstrate that their motivations
to desert were minimally political; most often, they aimed to save their lives or
achieve better living conditions.68 the process of weakening loyalties towards
the regime was gradual for the majority of the population regardless of ethnic
identity and peaked in the last phase of the war, especially after the declaration
of the treaty of brest-litovsk with russia in spring 1918.
a more thorough analysis of mass war hysteria and loyalty changes requires
revising the simplistic image of the universal antimilitarism of slovaks and
Czechs and their resistance towards the Habsburg monarchy during the war.
this image became part of the political memory of Czechoslovakia and
remained in the marxist and post-marxist interpretation of history. the majority
of soldiers, including slovaks and Czechs, joined the army without obstruction
and followed military discipline, while civilians accepted the emergency laws
of the war regime. the simplifistic belief that all Germans and Hungarians sup-
ported the war is also untrue. the issue of the loyalty of various nationalities to
the multinational Habsburg monarchy is still of key importance. new research
into mentalities based on ego-documents show, however, that in this respect
membership of a social class and religious affiliation were much more important
factors than nationality. in the monarchy, the vast majority of soldiers and inhab-
itants providing war support were peasants who had long been loyal to the
regime. their loyalty was only gradually undermined by the negative impacts
of economic and supply crises and poor support for families of enlisted men.
my analysis supports the general conclusions of previous research by elena
mannová, that during the war the “population of Hungary, regardless of eth-
nicity, was acting with loyalty towards the state,” on the battlefield and in the
hinterland. However, the loyalty “usually did not take the form of active support,
but of passive acceptance of the political system.”69 as for the situation in the
army, however, my research only partially supports rudolf kučera’s conclu-
sions70 whereby, firstly, that there were national differences in the army from
68. Czech historian Hutečka came to very similar conclusion about Czech soldiers while analyzing
memoirs by Czech veterans: Jiří Hutečka, Muži proti ohni. Motivace, morálka a mužnost českých vojáků
Velké války, Praha, lidové noviny, 2016; id., “Císařovy bajonety: motivace a morálka českých c. a k. vojáků
za velké války,” in Jaroslav láník, tomáš kykal a kol., Léta do pole okovaná. 1914: proměny společnosti a
státu ve válce, Praha, ministerstvo obrany české republiky – vHÚ Praha, 2015, p. 243-244. 
69. mannová, “kríza lojality,” in kováč, Prvá svetová vojna 1914-1918…, p. 214.
70. rudolf kučera, “entbehrung und nationalismus. die erfahrung der tschechischen soldaten der öster-
reichisch-ungarischen armee 1914-1918,” in: bachinger, dornik, Jenseits des Schützengrabens…, p. 121-137.
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the start, but that disagreements occurred only later on the battlefield, and sec-
ondly, that the disagreements were on social rather than ethnic grounds, meaning
officers vs. regular soldiers. However, in slovaks’ memoirs and interviews,
national differences are closely related to social disparities from the beginning
of the war. most slovaks were rural farmers, who served as regular soldiers in
the regiments which experienced the most loss of life. an important factor was
also the language issue in the army, especially for slovaks. the slovak rural
population in particular experienced ambivalent feelings towards the state,
accelerating the process of national identification and nationalization. never-
theless, for most slovaks, it was not the national/ethnic but social identity that
was crucial, while religious and regional affiliation remained important factors.
it is true that the ethnic identity of the civilian population was not the most impor-
tant factor in the first phase of the war but, as a result of the emergency war
regime, the importance of ethnic identity strengthened and led to ethnic conflicts
in everyday life. Police surveillance and intimidation based on nationality and
the policy of searching for an “enemy within” increased national hatred as well
as the self-identification of people who were previously indifferent.
the new research in sources presented in this paper also challenges the tra-
ditional conclusion that the loyalty of all non-dominant nations towards Hungary
and the Habsburg state was so disrupted at the end of the war that each wanted
the monarchy to dissolve and new national states to be created. the dwindling
of loyalty to the regime and state was gradual for the majority of the population,
culminating in the final stages of the war, especially after the signing of the brest-
litovsk peace treaty with russia in spring 1918. the analysis of personal testi-
monies of ordinary soldiers and civilians disproves the traditional belief that the
loyalty of the non-dominant nations towards Hungary and the Habsburg state
was so severely impaired at the end of the war that almost everyone longed for
the demise of the monarchy and the emergence of new nation states. new
regional research in slovakia shows, moreover, that loyalty towards new states
was problematic and unclear, especially in regions where people lived in chaos
at the turn of the years 1918/1919, when the borders between Czechoslovakia
and Hungary were not yet directly set. the erosion of loyalty to the old regime
and the monarchy was ultimately accelerated by chaos at the end of the war,
additional military conflicts (this time between Hungarian and Czechoslovak
troops), and the excesses of short-lived “socialist republics” that directly threat-
ened civilians.71 the guarantee of more stable conditions became a strong moti-
vation and the reason for the acceptance of the new Czechoslovakia, even for
that part of the population that did not want the monarchy to collapse.72
71. For the problem of shifting loyalties, see also: roman Holec, “rok 1918 – slováci medzi lojalitou k
uhorsku a k novej republike,” in: Česko-slovenská historická ročenka, 2009, p. 17-33.
72. this work was supported by the slovak research and development agency under the contract no.
aPvv-14-0644; the research was done in the sas institute of History within the project veGa no. 2/0111/17
and the project social and Political Consequences of the First World War and dissolution of the Habsburg
monarchy.
